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17th April 2013
AUGER SAMPLING RESULTS; FRASER RANGE: Symons Hill Project
HIGHLIGHTS


Soil sampling over entire licence highlights nickel anomalies



Rock chip sampling of limited outcrop anomalous in nickel



Highly carbonated gabbroic and ultramafic precursor rocks identified



Quotes being obtained for a HELITEM survey to identify conductors and map
underlying geology and structures

In late December 2012 a systematic auger sampling program was completed over
Boadicea Resources Ltd, Symons Hill tenement E28/1932. This tenement is immediately
adjacent to the Sirius Resources Nova and Bollinger nickel sulphide deposits and based
on the regional magnetics contains the same sequence of rocks which host these
emerging discoveries and resources.
Previous geochemical surveys within the Boadicea tenement had only covered portions
of the Boadicea tenement area and the company decided to complete a new systematic
survey over the entire tenement area on a 500 m (N‐S) X 400 m (E‐W) grid pattern. A
total of 607 auger samples were collected from 0‐1 metre vertical depth.
In addition 12 rock chip samples were collected and submitted for analysis. All samples
were delivered to Genalysis/Interdek Laboratory in Perth for analysis, via Aqua Regia
digest and an AAS (Ni and Cu) and ICP (Au, Pt, Pd) finish. Results were integrated with
the sample locations and thematically mapped to identify trends and anomalous areas.
A number of anomalous trends have been identified and further sampling and
geophysical surveys are now being planned to follow up on the results. Despite the
paucity of outcrop in the area a number of gabbroic and ultramafic rocks were collected
and have also returned anomalous nickel and copper values. Figures 1 to 4 describe the
location of all samples collected and document the anomalous trends.

Boadicea Resources Ltd. ACN 149 582 687 Suite 2, 25 Koornang Rd. Carnegie, Victoria 3163 Australia.
Phone: +61 3 95693467 Fax: +61 3 95723762 E: cdudley@access.net.au
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Figure 1: Colour Coded Auger and Rock chip Samples: Nickel

Figure 2: Imaged Nickel Values: Colour Coded Auger and Rock chip Samples: Nickel
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Figure 3: Colour Coded Auger and Rock chip Samples: Copper

Figure 4: Imaged Copper Values: Colour Coded Auger and Rock chip Samples: Copper
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Rock Chip Sampling
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During the auger sampling work a number of rock chip samples were collected. These
samples are described as gabbroic and ultramafic rocks considered to be similar in
nature to the host rocks of the Nova and Bollinger area. Extensive carbonate alteration
was present with possible boxwork textures observed.
Analysis of these samples indicated anomalous levels of nickel, copper and minor
palladium with higher values observed in the rock chips relative to the surrounding
neighbouring auger samples.
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Figure 5: Selected Rock Chips from the tenement area
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The work completed has highlighted numerous areas of interest for further follow up.
The complexity of the geological environment and possible presence of buried nickel
sulphide mineralisation in a fertile sequence of rocks dictates that additional work is
clearly required. The sampling completed has not highlighted one particular bullseye like
target, but rather has suggested that numerous areas require follow up. The next phase
of work is important to complete with the aim of narrowing down target selection for
further testing.
Quotes are currently being sought for the completion of systematic HELITEM over the
prospective package of rocks which will also allow detailed magnetics to be flown and
incorporated into the geological understanding of the area and allow further selection
of target areas. Figure 6 provides a compilation map of the area immediately on strike
from Nova and Bollinger and highlights geochemically interesting areas overlying
aeromagnetics.

Figure 6: Detail Aeromagnetic Image: Nova Area and Compiled Geochem Anomalies

For further information please contact:
Clarke Dudley
Managing Director
Competent Person: The comments regarding the geology, prospectivity and exploration results, in this report, have been made
and/or reviewed by Simon Coxhell (Members of Australasian Institute of Mining and Metallurgy), who are consultants for Boadicea
Resources Ltd. Mr Coxhell has sufficient experience, relevant to the style of mineralization and type of deposit under consideration
and to the activity which they have undertaken to qualify as Competent Persons as defined in the 2004 Edition of the Australasian
Code for Reporting of Exploration Results, Mineral Resources and Ore Reserves (JORC Code) and consent to the inclusion in this report
of the matters reviewed by them in the form and context in which they appear.

